Introduction
One of the main limitations of current polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells is the sluggishness of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in the potential region close to the reversible potential [1] [2] . In general, the electrochemical processes involved in PEMFCs need Pt-based electro-catalysts to occur at significant rates [3] [4] . Several methods to improve the electrocatalytic activity of Pt-based catalysts are being actively investigated by either tailoring the particle size or alloying Pt with transition metals [5] [6] [7] . Pt utilisation can be enhanced by increasing either its dispersion on the support or the interfacial region with the electrolyte. Under practical conditions, mass activity (MA), i.e. the current normalised by the Pt loading, reaches a maximum for Pt and Pt alloy catalysts with a mean particle size of approximately 3 nm [5, 8] . On the other hand, specific activity (SA), i.e. the current normalised by the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA), increases gradually with an increase in Pt particle size [5] .
Enhancement in electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction by alloying Pt with transition metals has been interpreted differently; several studies have addressed the analysis of bulk and surface properties of proposed alloy combinations. Electrocatalytic effects have been ascribed to factors such as interatomic spacing, preferred orientation, and electronic interactions [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The state of understanding of the factors determining electrocatalytic activity increased recently with the investigation of the surface characteristics of extended Pt-alloy model surfaces in UHV and through the investigation of oxygen adsorption features by density functional theory studies (DFT) [12] [13] [14] [15] .
It was observed that extended alloys which are surface enriched in Pt show enhanced ORR and are characterised by increased stability [12] [13] [14] 16] . The occurrence of transition metals such as Co, Ni, Fe on the top-most catalyst surface layers reduces the number of active sites for the ORR and may cause membrane contamination by releasing the corresponding cations upon dissolution [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Dissolution and re-precipitation on larger particles (Ostwald ripening) is considered one of the most common degradation phenomena occurring for PEMFC cathodes [18, 19] . On the other hand, the activity enhancement in the presence of Pt segregation has been initially attributed by Watanabe et al. [16] to an increase of d-electron vacancies in the Pt-enriched surface layer caused by the underlying transition metal. This should result in weakened O-O bonds. More recently, Markovic et al. [14] suggested the occurrence of a lowered Pt valence band center relative to the Fermi level in Pt-skin layer based alloys caused by the underlying transition metal. This effect is determined both by an electronic ligand effect and the decreased Pt-Pt distance in the surface atomic structure. Such effects should cause a weakening of the metal-oxygen strength which may favour an easier desorption of reaction intermediates.
From a practical point of view, the procedures that can produce an enrichment of Pt on the outermost layers of both extended alloy surfaces and supported nanoparticles are an induced surface segregation by high-temperature annealing and removal of the less noble transition metal from the alloy surface by pre-leaching in an appropriate acid. As reported in the literature [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , pre-leaching usually results in a better electrochemical activity. After these treatments, different surface structures may occur such as a Pt skin layer which is a compact top surface layer of pure Pt, a skeleton structure that is the occurrence of a strong Pt enrichment on a corrugated surface, the percolated or sandwichsegregation structure where the Pt enrichment on the surface is accompanied by a depletion of Pt in the second layer and composition oscillation in the core layers. Most of these evidence derive from the UHV analysis of bulk alloys. However, surface characteristics of carbon supported Pt-alloy nanoparticles subjected to acid leaching may considerable deviate from those envisaged by UHV studies of extended Pt alloy model surfaces. Accordingly, several attempts have been made recently to use analytical tools directly on practical carbon supported Pt-alloy nanoparticles to investigate the near surface compositions [24, 29] . Shao-Horn et al. have used aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy to investigate the composition of Pt 3 Co nanoparticles on an atomic scale [24] . Percolated and core-shell structures as well as surface Pt segregation have been revealed for the supported nanoparticles. Although this approach provides excellent information on the single nanocrystal, one of the limitations appears to be related to the fact that it provides a local information concerning with a few selected nanoparticles that may be not representative of the overall sample. In other words, the sample volume that is investigated at the atomic level by electron microscopy is quite small and thousands of nanoparticles in different regions should be examined to provide an information that may be considered statistically representative. In a recent study in our group [29] , we have used Low-energy ion (3He + ) scattering spectroscopy (LE-ISS)
to get information about the chemical composition of the outermost atomic layers in practical carbon supported Pt-alloy nanoparticle catalysts. The analysis region with this technique is typically several millimetres wide and several analyses in different sample regions may provide a statistically relevant information about the top-most surface composition of the sample.
Another aspect worth mentioning is that most of the studies addressing the correlation of structural and surface characteristics with the ORR activity report electrochemical results obtained by rotating disc electrodes (RDE) in acidic liquid electrolytes. From such an approach, several conjectures are thus made regarding the effective perspectives of the advanced electrocatalysts under real fuel cell operation. Whereas it is of relevant practical interest to correlate the structural and surface properties to the mass activity directly measured under fuel cell conditions to clear understand the effective level of enhancement that may be achieved with the novel nanoparticle structures [29] . For a practical application, the electrocatalytic activity is not the only parameter determining the successful utilization of an electrocatalyst; aspects related to mass transport characteristics and electrochemical stability are of similar importance. Moreover, since the electrochemical reactions occur at the catalyst surfaceelectrolyte interface, the ORR behaviour is not only determined by intrinsic catalyst characteristics but also by a proper matching of electrocatalyst and electrolyte properties. Thus, the role of surface composition and structure that are recognised to govern the activity and stability need to be related to the specific electrolyte and operating conditions which are relevant for fuel cell applications.
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Recent advances in fuel cells technology demand operation at high working temperatures to improve efficiency, tolerance of contaminants and for an easy water management [2] . The limited availability of polymer electrolyte membranes that can operate efficiently under conditions relevant to automotive applications (e.g. 110°-130°C, R.H. < 33% [2] ) has also restricted the number of electrocatalytic investigations under such conditions [17, 29] . Since PEMFCs for automotive applications are essentially based on perfluorosulphonic acid membranes (PFSA) it appears important to determine the catalytic activity and stability in the presence of such benchmark electrolytes. Since a wide number of research groups is actively involved in improving and modifying these polymer electrolytes for operation under conditions useful for the automotive application [30] [31] [32] , it also appears appropriate to analyse the behaviour of electro-catalysts under conditions similar to the target application for electrotraction [17] . We have overcome the constraints related to the dehydration behaviour at high temperature of benchmark Nafion membranes by carrying experiments under pressurised conditions.
Although, the operating conditions may not exactly reproduce those aimed by the automakers, i.e. almost ambient pressure [33] , the present approach may provide a basis to compare catalytic activity and stability under conditions which are as close as possible to the practical automotive application.
With regard to the catalyst preparation we have used a colloidal deposition method, carbothermal reduction at different temperatures and a pre-leaching procedure to enrich Pt in the outermost catalyst layers of PtCo alloys. As observed in the literature, for extended Pt alloy surfaces [12] [13] [14] , the segregation of Pt on the surface has the role of maintaining the electronic properties of the alloy while avoiding any occurrence of the electropositive element on the surface that could dissolve into the electrolyte. In this work, we have specifically addressed our efforts to examine the role of the thermal treatment in determining the occurrence of possible different surface compositions and structures and we have analysed the resulting effects on catalytic activity and stability in PEMFCs operating in a wide range of conditions including those relevant for automotive applications.
Experimental

Catalyst Preparation
A 50 wt. % Pt-Co/C catalyst with nominal alloy composition Pt 3 Co 1 (at.) was prepared by incipient wetness from cobalt nitrate that was adsorbed on an amorphous PtOx/C catalyst [26] . The concentration of Co(NO 3 ) 2 was adjusted to achieve a Pt/Co atomic ratio of about 3:1 in the final catalysts. The PtOx/C was prepared by using a sulphite complex route [34] . Ketjenblack EC (KB)
carbon black with BET surface area of 850 m 2 g -1 was used as conductive support for the PtCo nanoparticles. After the cobalt impregnation step, a high temperature carbothermal reduction in inert (Ar) atmosphere was carried out to form the carbon-supported PtCo alloy. Two specific temperatures were selected for the thermal reduction (600° and 800 °C) since it was preliminarily observed that different structural properties for the catalysts are correspondingly achieved (see below). A preleaching procedure at 80 °C in 0.5 M HClO 4 was carried out for the PtCo catalysts after the thermal reduction.
Physico-Chemical Analysis
The catalysts were characterised by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Philips X-pert 3710 X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. The peak profile of the (220) reflection in the face centered cubic structure of Pt and Pt-alloy was analysed by using the Marquardt algorithm and it was used to calculate the crystallite size by the Debye-Scherrer equation [26] .
Instrumental broadening was determined by using a standard platinum sample. X-ray fluorescence analysis of the catalysts was carried out by a Bruker AXS S4 Explorer spectrometer operating at a power of 1 kW and equipped with a Rh X-ray source, a LiF 220 crystal analyzer and a 0.12° divergence collimator. The Pt/Co atomic ratio for the alloy was determined by XRD analyis using the Vegard's law. The overall Pt/Co ratio in the catalysts (both alloyed and unalloyed) was determined by XRF. The total metal content in the catalysts was determined by burning the carbon support in a 8 thermal gravimetry experiment up to 950 °C in air and subsequent XRD analysis. which were calculated from the ionization cross-sections, the mean free electron escape depth and the measured transmission functions of the spectrometer. XPS data have been interpreted by using the online library of oxidation states implemented in the PHI MULTIPAK 6.1 software and the PHI Handbook of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [35] . Deconvolution of XPS spectra was carried out by using the MULTIPAK software.
For LE-ISS measurements, the polarity of the analyzer in the PHI 5800-01 spectrometer was switched from XPS to ISS mode, a 3He-feed ion gun operating at low voltage (1 kV) was used. LE-ISS measurements were carried out by analyzing the energy of the scattered 3He + ions at a scattering angle of 134.80 degrees. A flat sample of catalyst powder was deposited on the sample holder which was tilted at 45° with respect to the analyzer. While the analysis chamber was under differential pumping, the sample surface was sputtered with 3He + ions at 1 kV during the analysis and the counts N(E)/E at different energy ratios (eV/Ep) for scattered ions were recorded. The pressure in the analysis chamber during LE-ISS measurements was 1·10 -8 Torr.
Electrochemical Studies
The electrodes were prepared according to the procedure described in a previous report [36] ; they consisted of carbon cloth backings, diffusion and catalytic layers. The catalytic layer was composed of 33 wt.% Nafion ionomer (1100 g/eq.) and 67 wt.% catalyst with Pt loading of 0.3 mg cm -2 . MEAs were formed by a hot-pressing procedure and subsequently installed in a fuel cell test fixture. A Nafion 115 membrane (100 ) was preferred to thinner PFSA membranes in order to reduce the effect of H 2 cross-over which may affect a rigorous in-situ determination of the mass activity at 0.9 V RHE.
In the MEAs, the anode was maintained constant (50 % Pt/KB) whereas the cathode was varied by using the catalysts described above.
The cell test fixture was connected to a fuel cell test station including an Agilent HP6060B electronic load for polarization experiments, a digital memory oscilloscope and an AUTOLAB Metrohm potentiostat/galvanostat equipped with a 20A current booster for electrochemical diagnostics.
The humidifiers temperature was varied with respect to the cell temperature to change the relative humidity (R.H.). The cell temperature was measured by a thermocouple embedded in the cathodic graphite plate, close to the MEA.
Steady-state galvanostatic polarization experiments in PEMFC were performed in the presence of H 2 -O 2 in a 5 cm 2 single cell at various temperature, R.H. and pressure conditions. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) studies were carried out at 80 °C to determine the ECSA. In this experiment, hydrogen was fed to the anode that operated as both counter and reference electrode, whereas, nitrogen was fed to the working electrode. The sweep rate was 100 mVs −1 . The electrochemical active surface area was determined by integration of CV profile in the hydrogen adsorption region after correction for double layer capacitance [17] . An accelerated degradation test (ADT) for the catalysts was carried out in After electrochemical testing, the cathode layers were detached from the membrane and characterized ex-situ by physico-chemical analyses to evaluate Pt sintering and dissolution.
Results and discussion
Physico-chemical studies
The PtCo catalysts were prepared by using the same procedure excluding the different carbothermal reduction step at 600° and 800 °C, respectively. X-ray fluorescence indicated an overall Pt/Co atomic ratio of about 3 in both catalysts (Table 1) whereas thermal gravimetry confirmed a similar metal concentration (50±2 wt.%). The overall Pt/Co ratio in the bulk, as determined by XRF, was slightly larger in the sample treated at lower temperature since surface Co atoms are removed with more difficulty after that the alloy has experienced a thermal treatment at very high temperature.
XRD patterns of the Pt 3 Co 1 /KB are reported in Figure 1 . The catalysts showed a disordered cubic structure (fcc) for the alloy treated at 600 °C and single ordered primitive cubic (L1 2 ) phase for the alloy treated at 800 °C. The occurrence of the primitive cubic structure in the sample treated at higher temperatures is evident from the presence of the superlattice reflections i.e. (100), (110) and (210) and a better matching with the JCPDS card (29-0499) for the (Pm 3 m) space group than the JCPDS card (04-0802) related to the (Fm 3 m) space group. As well known, the carbon black support is partially crystalline with a hexagonal structure. The main peak (002) is observed at about 25 ° two-theta (Fig. 1) .
Mean crystallite size, lattice parameter, atomic ratio in the true alloy or degree of alloying were derived from XRD, particle size from TEM, ECSA from CV. These properties are reported in Table 1 . Line broadening analysis of the 220 reflection ( Fig. 1) showed a crystallite size of 2.9 nm for the PtCo treated at 600 °C and 3.3 nm for the PtCo catalyst that experienced 800 °C. It seems that the preparation procedure and the carbothermal reduction process mitigate the occurrence of sintering phenomena induced by thermal treatment. In fact, the change in the crystallographic structure with temperature is not accompanied by a relevant change in the crystallite size
For both the PtCo catalysts, a large lattice (A 220 ) contraction compared to a Pt/C catalyst (A 220 =0.392) corresponding to a high degree of alloying was observed ( Table 1 ). The Co atomic content in the alloy, as determined by XRD, was about 24 % and 29 % in the PtCo samples with disordered and ordered structure, respectively. This was close to the nominal content (25 %). A proper alloying extent is considered a pre-requisite to enhance the catalytic activity [37] . By comparing the atomic Pt/Co ratios obtained from XRD and XRF, slight differences are observed due to the fact that surface Co atoms are slightly more alloyed to Pt in one case (8T) and thus they are leached with more difficulty.
TEM analysis (Fig. 2) showed a good dispersion for both catalysts. The sample treated at high temperature showed the occurrence of a few large particles (up to 10 nm) whereas most of the particles were of proper size (4 nm). The mean particle size from TEM was similar to the crystallite size determined by XRD in the low temperature treated sample; whereas some deviation was observed for the sample treated at high temperature whose mean particle size was 4.2 nm (Table 1) .
XRD and TEM analysis clearly show that the different thermal treatments cause structural and morphological modifications in the PtCo catalysts which may result in different electro-catalytic properties.
The surface properties of the catalysts were studied by both XPS and LE-ISS. The survey XPspectra are shown in Figure 3 . The analytical peaks related to 4f orbitals for Pt and 2p for Co are indicated. A slight difference in the relative atomic ratio on the surface is derived from XPS (depth analysis 2 nm); an enrichment of Pt atoms on the surface for both catalyst is observed; the surface Pt/Co atomic ratio from XPS is about 5:1 for the 6T and 4:1 for the 8T formulations; after extensive Ar + (5 kV) sputter treatment, the surface composition approaches the nominal one 3:1 in both cases
(not shown). The Pt segregation appears as the direct consequence of both thermal treatment and leaching procedure [38] .
An analysis of Pt 4f and Co 2p high resolution spectra (Fig. 4) showed a large prevalence of metallic Pt as confirmed by the occurrence of the Pt 4f 7/2 peak at about 71 eV. The Co 2p 3/2 peak is slightly shifted to lower B.E. for the sample treated at 800 °C (778.7 eV) with respect to the one treated at 600 °C (779 eV). This confirms the occurrence of a slightly higher degree of alloying in the sample treated at high temperature [39] .
A typical XPS analysis involves a depth of 2-3 nm; but, it appears that in the presence of porous supported catalysts the range is even smaller (as comparison with XRF results); however, the analysis depth can not reduce to the level of the outermost atomic layer. To get direct information about the top-most atomic layer only (which should provide the most relevant contribution in governing the electrochemical behaviour at the catalyst-electrolyte interface), LEISS analysis ( Fig. 5 ) was carried out by using 3He + ions at 1kV. It was possible to observe the occurrence of C (I/I 0 =0.38 eV/Ep) and O (I/I 0 =0.48 eV/Ep) elements due to the oxygenated surface functional groups on carbon [40, 41] .
Whereas the Pt (I/I 0 =0.94 eV/Ep) peak was significantly larger than Co (I/I 0 =0.82 eV/Ep) atoms confirming the Pt segregation on the surface [29] for both catalysts. The atomic Pt:Co ratio in the outermost atomic layer as determined from LE-ISS was 15:1 for the sample treated at 600 °C and 7.5:1 for the sample treated at 800 °C, both subjected to the same leaching treatment after the thermal treatment. Such difference is ascribed to the enhanced stability of surface Co atoms in the 8T sample due to a higher degree of alloying. These are removed with more difficulty from the surface with respect to the 6T sample.
Since some small evidence of Co signal was observed for the top surface layer in both samples, these could not be treated as a pure skin layer. However, the surface segregation of Pt is clearly assessed by XPS and especially by LE-ISS and, being this Pt enrichment mainly caused by the preleaching [29] , the surface structure may be assumed similar to a skeleton layer in both samples [14, 15] .
Ideal pure Pt skin layer properties, sometime observed for extended (bulk) Pt alloys, do not appear easily achievable for practical fuel cell catalysts.
It is derived from XPS and LE-ISS analyses that the different thermal treatment causes slight changes in terms of surface characterisics and electronic properties of the PtCo catalysts. The increase of the temperature should cause an increase of Pt segregation on the surface as observed for extend Pt-alloys. However, the alloy strength also increases with temperature and it becomes more difficult to leach Co atoms from the outermost surface layers. These effects compensate each other. It is important to remember that the leaching treatment in the present procedure is subsequent to the carbothermal reduction. A leaching treatment applied before carbothermal reduction to our amorphous PtOx precursor impregnated with Co may remove most of the electropositive transition metal before this enters into the Pt structure.
2 PEMFC studies
Electrocatalytic activity, performance and stability characteristics for these catalysts were investigated in relation to the oxygen reduction reaction that is the limiting step of the overall process occurring in PEMFCs. The results were obtained in a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) single cell fed with H 2 and O 2 . The reference membrane used in these experiments was Nafion 115. Since, Nafion-type membranes easily dehydrate above 90 °C, it was necessary to raise the pressure up to 3 14 bars abs in high temperature experiments to retain a fraction of liquid water inside the MEA. The aim was to compare the behaviour of the catalysts in a wide range of temperatures including those aimed for automotive applications.
The ECSA of these catalysts used as cathodes in PEMFC was investigated by using conventional cyclic voltammetry (Fig. 6) . The values determined by CV in the hydrogen adsorption region (Fig. 6) are reported in Table 1 . The ECSA was around 49 m 2 /g for the catalyst treated at 800 °C and slightly lower for the catalyst treated at lower temperature. Although the difference is not significant, this result seems to be opposite with respect to what envisaged from the particle size and morphology characteristics. However, it should be considered that it may derive from a lower metal-support interaction [40] [41] [42] for the sample treated at high temperature thus resulting in a larger availability of Pt sites.
An analysis of the CV profiles (Fig. 6) shows that the onset of the Pt-OH layer formation occurs at about the same potential for both catalysts whereas the coverage of oxygen species on Pt is slightly larger for the sample treated at lower temperature despite its slightly lower surface area, but curiously the charge associated with Pt-oxide reduction seems to be slightly lower in the sample treated at lower temperature and the peak related to the Pt-oxide reduction is more shifted towards higher potentials in the 6T catalyst. From these evidences, one may speculate that the binding energy of oxygenated species is lower in the sample treated at lower temperature being their displacement peak potential (Pt-oxide reduction) more shifted towards the reversible potential. At the same time, it is curious how more labile adsorbed species can reach a larger coverage in the forward sweep. Usually, a shift of the Ptoxide reduction towards higher potentials is assumed as an increase of intrinsic activity as it is often associated with an increase of specific activity for ORR [17] ; however, DFT studies have shown that a direct correlation between the coverage of oxygenated species on Pt and the intrinsic catalytic activity is not straightforward [43] .
The PEMFC polarization curves at 80 °C and full humidification (Fig. 7a) show similar performance for the two PtCo catalysts under these conditions. IR-drop corrected Tafel curves with the current normalised with respect the Pt loading are reported in the same figure (Fig. 7b) and provide an indication of the electrocatalytic activity in the activation controlled region. As envisaged from the polarization curves, also the Tafel plots show similar electrocatalytic activity. The Tafel slope of 72 mV/dec is that expected from a Temkin adsorption condition for the coverage of oxygenated species [44] . At higher temperature (100 -110 °C) and full humidification, the disordered fcc structure based
PtCo catalyst shows lower electrocatalytic activity in the activation region resulting in lower mass activity at the same potential but larger limiting current density resulting in better peak power density (Fig. 8) . Such behaviour may be attributed to the better dispersion and the smaller particle size observed for the disordered fcc structure-based PtCo with respect to the high temperature treated sample. The morphology characteristics of the sample treated at 600 °C appear to produce lower mass transport constraints.
The different characteristics of the two catalysts are exacerbated by operation under low relative humidity (33% R.H.). In the presence of low relative humidity (Fig. 9 ) the disordered fcc structure catalyst is better performing at low temperature but only at high current densities; at high temperature the ordered catalyst is performing better both at low and high current densities achieving a mass activity of 0.32 A/mg at 0.9 V, 110 °C, 33% R.H. , 3 bar abs. O 2 (Fig. 9 ).
The Tafel slope slightly increases with the temperature under full humidification as expected; interestingly, it also increases with the decrease of relative humidity. The proton availability related to the water content has of course an effect on the electro-kinetic parameters. A significant reduction of relative humidity causes a decrease of proton availability and a consequent increase of the activation barrier for the ORR.
This effect is clearly observed in Fig. 10 where the influence of temperature on the polarization curves and Tafel plots at low R.H. (33%) is reported in the range 80°C-130°C. Despite, the high absolute pressure, 3 bar abs, it is clearly observed that there is a dramatic decrease of performance and a change in the Tafel curve at 130 °C; these aspects may be associated to both membrane and ionomer dry-out resulting in a lower availability of protons at the catalyst-ionomer electrolyte interface since the Tafel plots are IR-corrected.
At high pressure, there is not much change in catalytic activity with temperature in the range 80°-110 °C (Fig. 10) ; a large difference is observed for the limiting current that increases with temperature in the useful range as evidence of lower mass transport control.
In Table 2 , mass activity and power densities are compared at two relevant temperatures and R.H.
conditions, one simulating conventional low temperature operation the other related to the automotive application (high temperature and low R.H.). From this analysis, it appears that the catalyst with the ordered cubic primitive structure allows to achieve a significant performance and catalytic activity enhancement under the conditions aimed for automotive operation. Of course, for automotive operation, it is also desirable to avoid high pressure conditions. It was not possible to run experiments at high temperature and low pressure with Nafion due to the membrane dehydration. At conventional temperature, 80 °C, (Fig. 11) , there is a clear increase of catalytic activity in the activation region from 1.5 to 2 bars (40 mV) for the ordered catalyst. This is somewhat expected since the oxygen reduction process is a first order reaction but not much increase is recorded from 2 to 3 bar rel. It appears not straightforward to describe the effective catalytic behaviour under practical operation with a conventional adsorption isotherm and some saturation effects for the coverage of oxygen reaction intermediates may already occur at low pressures. However, the pressure has generally a significant effect on the limiting current since this parameter is essentially controlled by mass transport. R.H (Fig. 12a) and 80 °C, 100 % R.H (Fig. 12b) . At high temperature, clear humidification constraints for the membrane appeared at low current density after 10 4 cycles (Fig. 12a) . Both MEAs appeared to take benefit of internal humidification at high currents. In the high current region where self humidification reduces the effects related to the membrane degradation both catalysts showed moderate performance decay (Fig. 12a) . When the polarization curves were carried out at 80 °C and 100% R.H.
i.e. in a condition where the water content does not produce any limiting effect, a significant decay was recorded for the 600 °C-treated catalyst, whereas a very small decay was recorded for the 800 °C-treated catalyst (Fig. 12b) . The increased water content caused probably dissolution into the ionomer and membrane of the Co ions leached out from the 6T catalyst by effect of the accelerated test with consequent poisoning of the electrolyte and increase of ohmic drop and activation constraints (Fig.12b) .
A comparison of TEM micrographs (Fig. 13) for the raw catalysts and after the accelerated degradation test (catalysts were scraped from the electrodes) showed that in the case of the 6T sample there were evident regions where dissolution and re-precipitation on larger particles (Ostwald ripening) occurred; a moderate increase of the mean particle size was recorded in this sample; whereas in the case of the 800 °C-treated catalyst no significant morphological changes were observed and the mean particle size essentially remained the same as before the ADT (Fig. 13) .
A comparison of the CV profiles before and after the degradation process in the two samples is provided in Fig. 14a-c . No significant changes were observed in the hydrogen adsorption branch for the disordered fcc structure catalyst (6T), whereas an increase of the coverage of oxygenated species was observed above 0.8 V RHE (Fig. 14b) . The Pt-oxide reduction peak was shifted to higher potentials indicating an increase of intrinsic (specific) activity probably related to the increase of the particle size in the 6T sample [5, 17] . The CV profile of the high temperature treated catalyst showed a slight increase in the hydrogen adsorption-desorption branch (Fig. 14a) . As speculative hypothesis, this may be probably related to a surface corrugation of the nanoparticles as a result of the electrochemical procedure. It is clearly envisaged in the 8T sample an increase of OH species coverage at high potentials and the corresponding increase of current in the cathodic Pt-O reduction peak (Fig. 14a) . This is only moderately shifted since there was indeed no much change in the mean particle size. In Table 3 , it is reported the crystallite size dimension and electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) before and after the accelerated degradation test (ADT).
If we directly compare the CV profile of both catalysts after the ADT (Fig. 14c) , we can affirm that the active surface area after the degradation test is higher in the 800 °C-treated catalyst; but, more relevant is the significantly larger coverage of oxidised Pt species in the latter sample. It is assumed [45] [46] [47] . They have found that based on the compressive Pt-Pt distance of the surface atoms, the d-band structure is weakened for the adsorption energy of reactive intermediates such as OH species leading to an increase in activity for the ORR [47] . An inhibition of OH adsorption was also considered by He and Mukerjee to explain the high activity of PtCo catalysts [48] . On the other hand, modified Pt-Co-CeOx catalysts showed that an enhanced oxygen supply to the Pt-Co alloy results in improved electrochemical performance for the ORR [49] . All these studies were carried out at low temperatures and there are no detailed reports in the literature concerning with this field for the intermediate 110°-130 °C temperature range. We understand that the occurrence of this oxide layer may indeed cause initially a small decrease of performance but the corresponding decay of activity with time appears smaller that that observed for the 6T catalyst that is more subjected to dissolution and re-precipitation phenomena.
Conclusion
The effect of thermal treatment on the structure and surface composition of PtCo electro-catalysts was investigated. The catalysts were pre-leached in acidic solution to get a proper enrichment of Pt on the surface of the nanoparticles as required to enhance performance and stability. The electrocatalysts were investigated for application in PEMFCs operating under various conditions including those aimed for automotive applications i.e. high temperature and low relative humidity. It was observed that the different thermal treatments cause significant structural and morphological modifications in the PtCo catalysts whereas moderate changes occurred in terms of surface composition and electronic
properties. The structural and morphology modifications resulted in different electro-catalytic properties especially under operation at high temperature and low relative humidity. Under these conditions which are aimed by the automakers, the catalyst treated at 800 °C showed the best performance and stability. No significant changes in active surface area and electrocatalytic activity was recorded after 10000 step cycles at high temperature and low R.H. This relevant result is ascribed to the growth of a stable oxide layer on the surface of the surface Pt enriched alloy nanoparticles with primitive cubic ordered structure which protects them from sintering and dissolution. This approach may provide a suitable route to enhance the stability of carbon supported Pt-alloys while maintaining suitable performance for the oxygen reduction process. Table 1 . Table 2 Mass activity and power densities at conventional and automotive conditions. Table 3 Crystallite size dimension and ECSA before and after ADTs. 
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